We have searched for several two-body charmless hadronic decays of B mesons. These nal states include K and with both charged and neutral kaons and pions; K , K , and ; and X s , where X s = K; K , or . The data used in this analysis consist of 2:0 fb ?1 taken on the (4S) with the CLEO-II detector at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR). This data set includes 2.2 million BB pairs, allowing us to place upper limits on these branching ratios in the range from 10 ?4 to 10 ?5 .
I. INTRODUCTION
The decays of B-mesons to two charmless hadrons can proceed via a b ! u tree-level spectator diagram (Figure 1a ), or via a b ! sg one-loop \penguin-diagram" (Figure 1b) and to a lesser extent, via the CKM-suppressed b ! dg penguin diagram. Although rare decays can also proceed via b ! u internal, color-suppressed diagrams (Figure 1c ), b ! u exchange diagrams (Figure 1d ), annihilation diagrams (Figure 1e ), or vertical W loop diagrams (Figure 1f ), these contributions are expected to be negligible in most cases.
Decays such as B 0 ! + ? and B 0 ! are expected to be dominated by the b ! u spectator diagram, and measurements of their branching fractions can be used to extract a value for jV ub j. The decay mode B 0 ! + ? can be used to measure CP violation in the B sector at both asymmetric B factories 1] and hadron colliders 2] . Since the + ? nal state is a CP eigenstate, CP violation can arise from interference between the amplitude for direct decay and the amplitude for the process in which the B 0 rst mixes into a B 0 and then decays. Measurement of the time evolution of the rate asymmetry leads to a measurement of sin 2 , where is one of the angles in the unitarity triangle. If the B 0 ! + ? decay has a non-negligible contribution from the b ! dg penguin diagram, the CP violation caused by interference between the spectator and penguin contributions will contaminate the measurement of CP violation via mixing 3] , an e ect known as \penguin pollution." If this is the case, the penguin and spectator e ects can be disentangled by also measuring the isospin-related states B 0 ! 0 0 and B ! 0 4].
Decays such as B 0 ! K + ? and B 0 ! K + ? are expected to be dominated by the b ! sg penguin diagram, with a small contribution from a Cabibbo-suppressed b ! u spectator diagram. Interference between the penguin and spectator amplitudes can give rise to direct CP violation, which will appear as a rate asymmetry for decays of B 0 and B 0 mesons, but the presence of hadronic phases complicates the extraction of the CP violation parameters. Gronau, Rosner, and London have shown 5] that the phase angle can be extracted using precise time-integrated measurements of B + decays to K 0 + , K + 0 , and + 0 and their charge conjugates. These could be made at either a symmetric or an asymmetric B factory (CESR, KEK, SLAC), but they will require excellent particle identi cation to distinguish between the K and modes.
Decays such as B ! K and B + ! K 0 + cannot occur via a spectator diagram and are expected to be dominated by the penguin diagram. Measurement of these decays will give direct information on the strength of the penguin amplitude. 
II. DATA SAMPLE AND EVENT SELECTION
The data set used in this analysis was collected with the CLEO-II detector 8] at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR). It consists of 2:0 fb ?1 taken on the (4S) (onresonance) and 0:9 fb ?1 taken at a center of mass energy 55 MeV below the (4S) (o -resonance). The on-resonance sample contains 2.2 million BB pairs. The o -resonance sample, taken below the BB threshold, is used for continuum background estimates.
The momenta of charged particles are measured using a 6-layer straw tube chamber, a 10-layer precision drift chamber, and a 51-layer main drift chamber, all operating inside a 1.5-T superconducting solenoid. The main drift chamber also provides a measurement of the speci c ionization loss, dE=dx, used for particle identi cation. Photons are detected using 7800 CsI crystals, which are also inside the magnet. Muons are identi ed using proportional counters placed at various depths in the steel return yoke of the magnet. The excellent e ciency and resolution of the CLEO-II detector for both charged particles and photons is used to suppress both continuum and combinatoric backgrounds.
Isolated showers with energies greater than 30 MeV in the central region of the detector, j cos j < 0:71, and greater than 50 MeV elsewhere, are de ned to be photons. Pairs of photons with an invariant mass within 2 of the 0 mass are kinematically tted with the mass constrained to the true 0 mass. To further reduce combinatoric backgrounds, we require that the 0 momentum be greater than 175 MeV/c, the shapes of the showers be consistent with those from photons, and that j cos j < 0:97, where is the angle between the direction of ight of the 0 and the photons in the 0 rest frame. Tracks are required to pass track quality cuts based on the average hit residual and the impact parameters in both the r ? and r ? z planes. We require that track momenta be greater than 175 MeV/c to match our charged track acceptance to that for neutral pions. Pairs of tracks with vertices displaced from the primary interaction point are taken as K 0 s candidates. The secondary vertex is required to be displaced from the primary interaction point by at least 5 mm for candidates with momenta greater than 1 GeV/c. This requirement is loosened to 2 mm for candidates with momenta less than 1 GeV/c to increase the e ciency when the decay distance is small. A momentum-dependent cut is also made on the 2 of the vertex t. The + ? invariant mass is required to be within 12 MeV (2:5 ) of the nominal K 0 mass. We form candidates from K + K ? pairs with an invariant mass within 6:5 MeV (2:5 ) of the known mass. Similarly, + or 0 candidates are formed from + 0 or + ? pairs with an invariant mass within 150 MeV (about 1?) of the known mass, and K (892) candidates are selected from K pairs with an invariant mass within 75 MeV (about 1:5?) of the known K masses. For the K searches, we only use the decay modes K 0 ! K + ? and K + ! K + 0 , whereas for the K searches we also include the decays K 0 ! K 0 0 and K + ! K 0 + .
Tracks are identi ed as kaons and/or pions if their speci c ionization loss, dE=dx, is within 3 of the expected value. Muons are rejected by requiring that the tracks not penetrate the steel absorber to a depth of ve nuclear interaction lengths. Electrons are rejected based on dE=dx and the ratio of the track momentum to the associated shower energy in the CsI calorimeter. For certain classes of modes, candidates can have multiple interpretations under di erent particle hypotheses. In these cases we use a strict identi cation scheme where a track is positively identi ed as a kaon or a pion depending on which dE=dx hypothesis is more likely. To separate K + 0 from + 0 strict identi cation is applied to the charged track. We also sort the modes K + ? , K 0 0 , K + ? , + ? , and 0 0 (2 charged tracks plus a 0 ) by requiring strict identi cation for both charged tracks. For the modes K 0 + , K + 0 , and + 0 (3 charged tracks) we require strict identi cation on the two like-sign tracks, while the unlike-sign track 1 is required to be consistent with the pion hypothesis within 2 .
III. BACKGROUND SUPPRESSION
In general, b ! c decays do not produce back-to-back particles with su cient momentum to be a source of background to the rare decay modes under study. and K + ? , E is a function of the helicity angle 2 , since the energy resolution of a 0 is strongly dependent on its momentum. The E signal regions and resolutions for each mode are given in Table I .
The other kinematical variable used is the B mass. Again we use the fact that the B mesons are produced with the e beam energy, and de ne the beam-constrained mass, M B = q E 2 beam ?p 2 candidate , wherep candidate is the vector sum of the momenta of the candidate daughters. The use of the beam energy, rather than the measured candidate energy, improves the resolution in the B mass by about an order of magnitude. Since the B mesons are produced nearly at rest, the resolution in the beam-constrained mass is dominated by the spread in beam energy and is thus nearly independent of the B decay mode. Studies of fully reconstructed B-meson decays to charm determined the resolution in M B to be = 2:64 0:20 MeV, consistent with Monte Carlo results in the modes under consideration here. 1 Charge-strangeness correlations do not allow the unlike-sign track to be a kaon. 2 See section III C for a de nition of helicity angle.
The signal region is de ned as jM B ? 5280j < 6 ? 8 MeV, depending on the decay mode under consideration, shown in Table I. B. Event shape Since B mesons from (4S) decay are produced nearly at rest in the laboratory frame, the B decays are isotropic and the resulting event shape is rather spherical. Continuum background events naturally contain high momentum back-to-back particles in the two opposing light quark jets. The strategy used in this analysis is to remove the tracks and showers from the B candidate and then examine the properties of the rest of the event. This approach was adopted since, for two-body charmless decays of B mesons, the two decay products are produced nearly back-to-back with momenta of 2.0-2.6 GeV/c, which makes the overall event shape more jet-like. We nd the thrust axis of the candidate particles and the thrust axis of the rest of the particles in the event, and de ne thrust to be the angle between these two axes. For continuum events, the thrust axis of the candidate is highly correlated with the thrust axis of the remainder of the event; the thrust axes for BB events are uncorrelated.
To suppress continuum background we require j cos thrust j < 0:7. This cut removes 90% of the continuum background with 65% e ciency for signal events.
Additional information remains which can be used to suppress continuum background. This information is not readily extracted in a single kinematical variable, so a more re ned technique is needed. We use a Fisher discriminant 9], F = P i i x i , which is a linear combination of input variables, x i , with coe cients, i , chosen to maximize the separation between signal and background distributions of F. Eleven input variables are used in the Fisher discriminant: j cos B j, where B is the angle between the B candidate momentum and the beam axis; j cos candidate j, where candidate is the angle between the candidate thrust axis and the beam axis; and nine variables that measure the momentum ow of showers and tracks from the rest of the event in nine angular bins, each of 10 , centered around the candidate thrust axis. The distribution in cos B is at for continuum whereas BB signal events have a sin 2 B distribution; cos candidate is at for signal and tends to peak towards j cos candidate j = 1 for continuum background. Monte Carlo continuum and signal events in the mode + ? were used to determine the coe cients, i . The output distributions for both continuum and signal are Gaussian with a separation of 1:2 ? 1:3 . This separation is only weakly dependent on the particular mode being investigated, as seen in Figure 2 .
Requiring F < 0:5 reduces continuum backgrounds by a factor of 2 to 3, after requiring j cos thrust j < 0:7. The e ciencies for signal events are 80%.
C. Helicity
For the modes B ! K ; K ; and K , the vector mesons are fully polarized, so we expect a helicity distribution of cos 2 h , where h is de ned as the angle between a daughter of the vector meson and the direction of ight of the B meson in the rest frame of the vector meson. Since the background helicity distributions are much atter, we require j cos h j > 0:5 for the modes K ; K , and , and j cos h j > 0:4 for the mode K + . Although the decay 
IV. BACKGROUND ESTIMATION AND CALCULATION OF UPPER LIMITS
In order to estimate the remaining background, we look in a large sideband region in the E vs: M B plane. The expected background in the signal region is obtained by scaling the number of events seen in the sideband region. The scale factors are found using o -resonance data as well as continuum Monte Carlo. The sideband regions are listed in Table I . In order to increase the statistics for the o -resonance sample used in determining the scale factors we have loosened various cuts, such as event shape, particle ID, and resonance mass windows. Studies indicate that the shapes of the E and M B distributions, and hence the values of the scale factors, are not a ected by loosening these cuts.
The reconstruction e ciencies were determined using events generated with a GEANTbased Monte Carlo simulation program 10]. Systematic uncertainties were determined using data wherever possible. The track quality cuts were studied by embedding pair events in generic hadronic events. Momentum resolution was measured directly using selected two-body decays of B mesons. The beam-constrained mass resolution was measured in data using many exclusive decay modes of B mesons. The 0 quality cuts were studied in data. The Fisher discriminant e ciency was checked with B ! D decays. Some of the largest systematic errors common to all analyses presented come from the j cos thrust j < 0:7 cut (6%) and the F cut (5%). For higher multiplicity modes the uncertainty in the track nding e ciency of 2% per track, the uncertainty in the 0 e ciency of 7% per 0 , and the uncertainty in the K 0 e ciency of 8% per K 0 make substantial contributions as well. In the B ! K ; K ; analysis, the simulation of the e ciency for the method which is used to sort the modes based on particle identi cation has a systematic error of 15%. The analysis e ciencies, with systematic errors, appear in Table II .
To calculate upper limits we use the procedure outlined in the Review of Particle Properties 11] for evaluation of upper limits in the presence of background. The background is negligible for the K 0 0 and X s modes, so it is ignored when calculating upper limits for all of these modes. To account for the uncertainties in the estimated continuum background and in the e ciencies, we reduce the background estimate by its error and we reduce the e ciency by its systematic error prior to calculating branching fraction upper limits. We assume equal production of charged and neutral B mesons.
V. RESULTS
Event yields, background scale factors, expected backgrounds, 90% con dence level upper limits on the branching fractions, and a range of theoretical predictions for these decays appear in Table III. For the pseudoscalar-vector meson decays K ; K , and , upper limits for B + modes are a factor of 2 to 5 lower than those previously published 12]. The upper limits for the B 0 modes have been improved by a factor of 7 to 16, or are rst limits 12] . With the exception of the decay B 0 ! , for which our upper limit is comparable to theoretical expectations, these upper limits are still roughly an order of magnitude above theoretical predictions 13]. Figures 3 and 4 are projections onto the M B axis, after applying all other cuts, for the B 0 and B + modes, respectively.
Upper limits on the decays B ! X s are in the range 10 ?4 to 10 ?5 , a factor of 4 to 13 improvement over previously published limits 12]. Our limit on the decay B + ! K + is comparable to some theoretical predictions 13]. Figures 5 and 6 are projections onto the M B axis, after applying all other cuts, for the pseudoscalar-vector and vector-vector modes, respectively.
The upper limit for the decay B + ! K 0 + is comparable to the previously published limit 12]. There is no previously published limit for the decay B 0 ! K 0 0 . Theoretical expectations 13] are about an order of magnitude below these upper limits. Figure 7 shows projections onto the M B axis, after applying all other cuts, for these modes. signal in the sum of the two modes, but we were unable to measure branching fractions for either of the modes individually. Since publication, we have added 50% more data. We repeat the analysis, with emphasis on measurements of the branching fractions for the individual modes.
This analysis 6] uses cuts similar to those described above. A likelihood t is used to extract the yields in each mode. This makes full use of the distributions in dE=dx and E to separate the di erent particle hypotheses, and utilizes the shapes of the F, E, and M B distributions to distinguish continuum background from signal. Updated results appear in candidates.
